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Poop gets a bad rap, but itâ€™s really very cool and useful. Animals use poop in many different

ways: to trick predators and prey, send messages, feed themselves and their babies, build homes,

mark their territories, and more. Young readers will discover why rabbits, hamsters, pigs and gorillas

eat their own feces (gross!), why some ground-nesting birds circle their eggs with poop, and how

caterpillars can build umbrellas made of poop to hide under. There are so many ways to use poop, it

is a shame to waste it.
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The book is quite well done and will captivate almost any reader. My family of boys was

spellbound.Which brings me to...My-Son-Who-Hates-Language-Arts. Hates, with a deep abiding

hatred that would rather be punished than persuaded. Hates, with the powerful, all-consuming, fiery

hatred of a thousand suns.He HATES Language Arts. I'd estimate he is three years behind because

he simply refuses to participate in the classroom. I'm desperate.So, after he read (happily) this

book, we started doing home-based language arts practice with sentences based on this book. It's

amazing how much he is willing to do when he's giggling.Thank you, Dawn Cusick, you saved me.



In a house full of children books, this is the one book most frequently pulled off the shelf by a

7-year-old girl. She loves having it read to her as well as reading it with others. The "SCOOP on

Animal POOP!" encourages reading time as most kids are interested in poop. When the 7=year-old

shares this one with her friends, you can hear them giggling and going "EWWW" sometimes but

mostly they are absorbed into information that even many adults don't know about. Like Turkey

Vultures defecate on themselves to kill germs and bacteria on their legs. Who knew! One of the best

books we own.

I purchased this as a gift for my nephew. He of course loved it, because what little kid wouldn't

appreciate a book about poop! I of course had to read it before giving it to him, and I learned quite a

lot of facts about animal poop I didn't know before! Very informative, great pictures, awesome book

all around. Thanks!

Wonderful book with humorous facts. A must have for any child... or adult! A great companion to my

wildlife tracks and scats program.

My student, a ten year old boy, was highly interested and curious. It gave good info and also was a

good motivator to teach him to keep his hands washed and clean! lol

Even an intentionally blase` 12 year old male likes this one: subtle grin, shy look up, then back to

reading. What a good way to learn science.

I would definitely buy other books by this author. My grandson absolutely loves this book & loves

reading it out loud to anyone who will listen!!
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